
COURSES
Semester 1
In this semester the students will be taught 
College English, College Mathematics, 
Chemistry, College Physics, Community 
Service, College Biology and Introduction to 
Environmental Science

Semester 2
This semester will consist of continuation 
of English, Biology, Physics and Chemistry. 
The students will also be taught Human 
Psychology

 Semester 3
Chemistry, Biotechemistry, Medical 
Terminology, Philosophy, Anatomy and 
Physiology and College Computer Sciences 
will be the subjects that would be taught in 
this semester

Semester 4
The students will be introduced to Research 
Methods, Biostatistics and given an overview 
of Medical Ethics in this semester
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Full Time and Part Time

Pre-Med Program

To apply and for further information contact 

15, Braemar Avenue, Kingston 5 
Jamaica, WEST INDIES

Phone: 1-876-929-6422, 1-876-544-8903 
Email: info@csmsj.co
Website: www.csmsj.co
Follow us on:   
         @csmsj
         www.facebook.com/csmsj
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WHO ARE WE?
Poised to become one of Caribbean’s premier 
institution for medical education and training, 
the Caribbean School of Medical Sciences, 
Jamaica (CSMSJ) is committed to developing 
a quality workforce of professionals ready to 
confront and conquer the challenges of 21st-
century medicine. 

CSMSJ is headed by Dr. Neville Graham, OD, MD, 
FRCS (Edinburgh), Consultant Surgeon and Dean 
with Professor Errol Morrison,  OJ, MD, PhD as 
Chairman of Board of Governors.

INCEPTION

Located in the heart of the business 
district at 15 Braemar Avenue, Kingston 5, 
Jamaica, the school was conceptualised by 
some of the nation’s most preeminent 
medical professionals, who saw the need for 
an institution which offered first-class training 
and contributed holistically to the 
development of excellent practitioners. 
These stalwarts in the field are committed to 
sharing their expertise and proficiency with 
students, who will leave CSMSJ scientifically 
prepared, clinically competent, technically 
skilled and with humane approach to the 
practise of medicine.

ENDORSEMENTS

CSMSJ  is a registered by Jamaica Tertiary 
Education Commission as tertiary institution 
in Jamaica and has applied to CAAM-HP for 
accreditation.

WHY OUR PRE-MED PROGRAM?

A distinguished medical career starts here. 
Our commitment is to provide students with 
a sound foundation on which they can build 
solid, durable careers.

After completing the pre-med program, 
students will earn a diploma in natural and 
pre-med health sciences. This will enable 
them to gain entrance to a Doctor of 
Medicine (MD) program, or to pursue their 
area of specialization.

FACILITIES

• Spacious library
• Fully equipped lecture theatres, study rooms

and resource centres
• 24/7 secured WiFi
• Blended learning environment: classes/

courses
accessible online

• well-equipped laboratories

THE PROGRAM

This program is ideal for graduating High School 
students who are committed to study medicine 
and are ready to begin their medical studies 
immediately after completing high school. It is also 
the path for non-traditional students who need 
to complete prerequisite courses before being 
accepted to the medicine, dentistry and veterinary 
sciences program of their choice in Jamaica, the 
Caribbean and North America.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Five CSEC subjects at the General Proficiency 
       Level (B+ and above) including:

• Mathematics and English

• Three other subjects which must include a
minimum of two related science subjects
( e.g. Biology, Physics and Chemistry)

* Equivalent qualifications from other countries,
which will be verified by the Programme Director.

DURATION

A Pre-Med Program of four (4) semesters, and 
ninety (90) credit hours that will culminate in a 
Diploma.

These students will be able to do the Medical 
College Admission Test (MCAT) and can apply for 
General Medicine, Dentistry or Veterinary Sciences.

CERTIFICATION

On successful completion of this course of study, 
the graduates will receive the Diploma in Pre Med.


